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that
she did not seem the most urgently 

agreed that the collection should be 
, whose political activities have caused 
£1 was collected at the meeting.

Apologies: - ^avid

Meetings are held in the Vicarage of St Paul's Church, Bow 
Common, - the Church_,o. is in Burdett road, the Vicarage is 
behind in Leopold St., the nearest station is Mile End on 
the Central and District lines.

As we had heard through Wendy But 
Arrowsmith had reached £1,0 
in need of aid, and^it was 
taken for Fr. David Hart 
him to lose his curacy.

hristiech Anarchist group

Meetings begin at 8.00 P Jtl.
there is a service - at 7*50
Vicarage is empty) consisting of a form of shortened 
Vespers followed by silent demidutions and worship.

C
said last wedk that the collection was taken for Biafra, I had neg
lected to ascertain the sum, £5 was taken at the meeting, sent via 
Peace News to the Biafra boat, and a further £1 was subsequently
;iven which was added to the Reading appeal for the boat
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A group from Cambridge University had written to Gresham telling him of their 
intention to form a Christian anarchist group there,
briefly, I then sent them a short history of the group,
¥NA,
Poolman for further information,

/7'i

sent copies of the Joannine Statement, but I looked in at
during the meeting and was unable, to see any of them on the litt. 
table, though I was then able to leave Freedom and a leaflet of my 
own.

the 
to , 
have

• *
•

-J*

Mumford who was there as an YL 
was critical - and also Frank Rowe . 
Socialist Current to do a report - 
hope these will be forthcoming in a 

axwell•

I was asked in advance to send cppies of our "main publication" so I
the foyer

t

s

---------rp—

agreed that his paper should 
we decided to have this next 
time for obtaining the book. • ••

Finally as an appendix, there is

feve Poolman gave us a report on the progress of the combined CHA-CHURCH 
mailing list - which} (after eliminating dead wood.) has over a 1,000 
names and addresses of radical Christians.

Also as an appendix is another copy of Will Warren’s essay as it was 
form the basis of a meeting and so 
month, so as to allow Anne more.

I
t •

an open letter of my own to Fr Hart
on his editorial in Roadrunner. The fact that all three are in 

I • •

foolscap does not mean that it is a good ideas to send things in 
on foolscap stencils - foolscap paper is much more expensive, and 
where possible keep to quarto.

n

understand from Dave Poolman that Fr Hart has stood for the FoR 
Secretaryship, unfortunately before^hearing this, I had at Dave 
Mumford s request applied myself so the direct action candidacy 
is split. In the unlikely event that I get it, I think it
would be unethical to continue as secretary of the, Christian
Anarchists - and anyway I have been secre jary too long for
health of the group, though naturally I should be prepared
continue the journeyman work of duplicating. So may we
someone new proposed for the secretaryship please?

• • •
• • a • • * •

. *

• • ♦ . - ” '* •

Minutes of the Christian Anarchist London meeting of. fey 10.
• . t •

%

Unfortunately not yet included - any report of the Convention of the 
Left. David Poolman mandated to go, decided that he could not 
stand it, I have asked fevid
delegate to do a report - he
whow was there as editor of
he was also critical - and I
future issue, perhaps with another one fjrom Andrew
If they come they should inspire Adrian unningham - who was one 
of the organizers to reply.

Gresham replied
and notes about 

CHURCH and our relations therewith, and passed the letter onto ave 
comments and addresses.

one she had intended to do as she was unable to get hold of the • 
Kingdom of Christ, to get feunice’s essay on th-.-.- feate. She has 
it on order and will do a secon^ paper on it later, so there will 
have to be a second meeting on Maurice and the case against us.



Circulated' with this will be leaflets for the CCND march, and Frank brought 
a plea for car owners and drivers to come forward as CCND are in some 
organizational difficulties0

Talking of cars, Gresham wondered if we had enough present to get to the Gunn 
. after the meeting, and more distressing even than the fact that we had 
not, was the fact that the Publican of the Gunn had been very unfairly 
penalized by the Millwall magistrates, who though he had been there 6 
months had suddenly refused to renew his licence saying he was too 
young, to be publican in such a tough neighbourhood,

Gresham also said that he had not remembered the earlier meeting commenting 
on the Roadrunner - he could have been out of the room at the time - 
but was glad it had been said, and there was some repeated discussion 
of the paper, broadly following the lines of previous criticisms, but 
two people thought these inadequate, and the characterization of the 
cartoons was positively violent, and so objectionable not-on the purely 
pragmatic grounds that they lose us an audience but on more fundamental 
grounds of Christian pacifism, Gresham made the point that not only 
could one ask priests to put ACROSS on their tract tables, but there 
was nothing to prevent one slipping it on anyway and it would not have 
been noticed and removed, - he took great care to make certain that to 
his tract table, but it was perfectly possible with most.

<•

This
♦ -

social darwinism and such were^the main 
aurice (as 

for our present •ction were right in their

a brief account of what happened 
Fuller details of the Stalinist tactics which 

1 demo are to be

..ve

» I

For those who had^not- seed Freedom, I gave
at the May ay march,
led up to their takeover of the rank and file workers
found in the current Solidarity, but these naturally omit the final 
events and the role of the IS group.

Anne head her paper - qv,
• •

Poclman saw one of the two points that immediately arose was Competition, 
tiie fact?that laissez-faire,
philosophies of the ruling 'class 10Q years ago,' meant that
also Marx) though not guides
day, "1

• I •• J
e

gave rise to generalized discussion round
Survival and Mutual Aid, as against survival of 
history of earlier conflicts.

ldaurice-Darwin -Kropotkin, round 
the fittest, and the

I am not certain how it happened, something that.Dave P, was going onto say 
caused ^[alcolm to ask a question and thereafter the subject under dis
cussion was largely forgotten « but ;ro had a very interesting generalized 
debate, partly on violence/non-violence and what does the pacifist do 
when a violent revolution starts, and partj^y on Leninist anguardism 
us against (a) syndicalism and (b) slow education (with a Word being 
put in for "relying on spiritual change".)

So that broadly there was a line up with Frank saying we need to educate in a 
Leninist sense, that we cannot push on history, and that when revolution 
happens th.- workers will not have learnt non-violence, will therefore 
use violence and we ought to have something of a blueprint of what a 
pacifist does under these circumstances.
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age, they would also have the

Dave

those who see non-violence

Obviously the subject will come up - tangentally - on Will's paper but-we ought to 
have a paper directly on this issue. We did not think of asking Frank 
perhaps he will, do one for the future.- . Otherwise we have a very few 
people on the mailing list who.are definite that they are not.pacifists 
perhaps one of these would contribute a paper, arguing how they see the 
self-liberation of the proletariat by violent means in a nuclear age?

9

results of "increhs
the emphasis that Christopher and Alec put on the 
freedom through the Christian gospel

as we have known before
us who are ‘pacifists 

r »Can now work; and
moral. This seemed

to be a more re"l division than the one between those who wanted violence 
at all. Possibly because though Frank still thinks violence that 
violence will happen, and wants to decide what he will do about it, he 
is possibly more attracted (than are the pragmatic pacifists) to the 
view that non-violence is a moral absolute.

, and
Also had time to remind Frank Howb that I want a report 
of the I'eft0 , ,

. . ’• ‘ 'r- ■

* * * * *

fraternally
. . • V J

Mayers, Gresham, and 1 arguing that it is purely impossible to commit
ourselves absolutely now than under no circumstances would we use viol
ence and certainly cannot know what we would do exactly; but that on
purely practical grounds we do not think that violence is a viable as a 
revolutionary means in a nuclear age. That we did not accept the
reading of Marx or even of Lenin (c.f„ theses .. on Feuerbach and Philosophical 
Notebooks) that held a fatalist viewqi - man makes his .own history -
and that we believed that by the time the workers had the consciouness 
necessary for revolution in this day and
necessary consciousness for non-violent resistance

J

There was some evidence of purely semantic division, but 
there was. a fairly real division between those of 
because we believe none other revolutionary means 

as oeing intrinsically

.. • - '

: < • -

; but we all tended to gang up against Malcolm when he argued that the normal 
eased education” would bring freedom, as also against 

■ promise of spiritual

t
■»

r 

♦

z

^alerie and to a lesser extent Dave Pe, argued that non-violence was 
an absolute.,- that it was absurd - even in pre-nuclear terms - to talk 
of a non-coercive society arising out of killing, did not accept that 
they were .ever forced to choose between sins of ommission and commission 
in either acquiescing in injustice or using violence against it, and held 
,. o 1o a ever achieved by violence was ever in any sense
worthwhilec

lacking cars most of us adjourned to a pub less distant than the Gunn t r
May 12..• Anne Vogel rang this morning to say that she is adding a page to her 

-initial paper to give her own reuort on the meeting. Partly she wishes 
to take up matters arising - partly as a result of agreement in the pub 
afterwards that there can be no such thing as an objective report, and 
that there are bound to be things said whose importance I do not see 
do not recall.
of the Convention
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J: first industrially and then in order to wir.

were
before in history - in towns and v

manufacture as

His. political ideas were based, on his theology and conditioned by his 
social environment - i.e, England during the middle of the 19th century. 
In order to understand his ideas on the Erase it is necessary to see 
them in this context. ’

a time of exhilarating opportunities of
Joint. Stock companies were legal!

revolutionised commerce, manufacture
A Conservative writer observed in the Quarterly Review In

J.- . ■ 1 • . • » i a ■* •_ -?fc. .►

-
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i: computed as four 
t ak en c o 11 e c t ive ly , 

much

yet read it, though may 
17Life” by C.F.G. Masterman 

the impression that Maurice -would be 
in. his grave if he knew that bis writings wers being used to 
the modern State or the modern Establishment; but they could 
the basis -for defending some other kind of state; and 1 will 
as much as I can glean from the ’’Life”.

• * a •

just as the mona
bion independent of the

reasonably appealed to by the peasants to defend their
against the greed of abbots and nobles who were enclosing
common. lands and driving out the small i^mers.

4  » , ’ .... • . • r . '

MauriceTs political views were conditioned by the sufferings of the masses- 
of people caused by the greed of the rising capitalists, who, at that time, 
were not yet in control of the state and had not coalesced with the arist
ocracy and londeci gentry, and whose interests often conflicted wirh theirs 
as well as with those of the workers. This conflict was being fought out 
in Parliament;between the Whigs and Tories.

. • • **•

Maurice was born in IBOp and lived during the time ^her. the Industrial 
revolution was causing maximum distress and social upheaval. Between
1760 and 1820 the enclosure of land, wh-ch had been going on in a desultory 

Beer in "The
ixty years

• • *

The State.; in Meurice:s time, vzas e. ^my different kind of animal from 
what ,it_is to-day; probably nearer to that of the 14th century than 
to ours. The capitalist class ^had not yet consolidated, its power- the 
State had not undergone the monstrous bureaucratic growth of modern times 
It still, to a large extentcould be regarded as capable <:f standing 
above class interests; just as the monarchy in the 14th century was • *• ■ *•**•*-•• • * *able 'to take a position independent of the feudal lords r and could be

indent rights 
their

0 f land, wix 1 cli ' had be eh go ing 
way for centuries, suddenly accelerated, According to Max
History of British. Socialism1’ Vol. I, p 96. curing these s

withdrawn from the common-fie Id-system or small
cultivators. He continues’

’’Domestic handicraftsmen and small farmers alike were overwhelmed 
by the new methods of agriculture and manufacture , P tho economic, 
revolutiox.. resulted in the concentration cf land and manufacture in
fewer hands; it collected large numbers of propertyless people and

• n J , •’ * • * ' '•

wage earners or’■proletarians into factories, mines end fields.”
Until about r 1806., wages were high (according to Beer) and there was full 
employment - then began displacement of workers by new machinery. This
was the period of the Luddites, the Cato Street Conspiracy and. Feterloo.• A'For the capitalists it was a time of exhilarating opportunities of
expansion.
possible very large enterprises which
and transport.
1826°̂”The prospects which^re now opening to England almost exceed the bounds 

’<3f thought . . the manufacturing industry of England may be fairly 
times greater than that cf all the other continents 

and sixteen such continents as Europe could not
cotton as England, does.”

-

•• . . /'
worse for the working classes than anything they

ullages they were
women sold their wedding rings to buy food

night sky was often 
... » ' » * - - . i . .

and farm buildings, set on fire by starving labourers.
in. fluencod Uy socialist ideas from Owen and others,

political

The Hungry Forties
had ever experienced
sunk in penury and despair
ana people ate the decaying flesh of dead animals. 
<od with burning'stacks
jSomekof the workers,
bq£an to organ!sc - at

. • • •
* • • > • • • • w

I have been asked to summarise the arguments of F.D. Maurice on the State
i.n his book ’’The Kingdom of Christ”. I have not
be able tc before the--meeting. 1 have., read hi.S'
(Mowbray 1907)^ I gather from this t
turning
support
well be
include

* t” 4

sod' in 1825 - this made
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a Commission set up to investigG 
slow timicl beginnings of factory

the. Christian Socialist Movement

t!
9

power, as they thought, by demanding universal suffrage and other safeguards 
(such as payment of MPs) in the People’s Charter.
The response of the governing classes was to take more drastic action in 
their suppression, apd to condemn all attempts of socialists to bring about 
social change. .Lord Melbourne denounced in Parliament the criminal character 
of the Trade Unions. Dr. Arnold, a Liberal of "humane and enlightened views 
"advanced to the boundaries of possible invective in the ferocity of his 
language concerning the new movement of the People’s Charter." Tue New Poor
Law was passed and great workhouses were built which the workers called
’Bastilles’ . . ."the awful revelations of

• • • • ♦ • •

3>te factory conditions had stimulated only
legislation."

Maurice, Kingsley and a few others started
designed to "christianise the socialists and socialise the Christians" 
and was attacked by both. They published tracts and magazines addressed 
mainly to the Chartist workmen, urging them to start production co-oper
atives; and did eventually start a few, which did not survive for long 
against capitalist competition.
While all this was going on the v arious brands of Christians in the Church 
of England were very busy with theological controversies, most of which 
appeared to be a waste of time in Maurice’s view, though he would join in • ’• • • • • • 
at times in order to defend people who were being unjustly attacked by 
powerful) factions, and he published a lot of articles attacking a 
horrible paper called "The Record" His views on Hell and Eternity caused 
him to be attacked be th by the Liberals (or Broad Churchmen), and by the 
traditional Tory Faction.

"We are dosing our people with religion," was Maurice’s complaint 
"when what they want is the living God, We give them a stone for bread, 
systems for realities; they, despair of ever attaining what they need. 
The upper classes become, as. may happen, slecklyn<ixd devout, for the sake 
of good order, avowedly believing that one. must make the best of the 
world without God; the middle classes try what may be done by keeping 
themselves warm in dissent and agitation, to kill the sense of hollowness 
The poor, who must have realities of some kind, understanding from their- 
betters that all but houses and lands are abstractions, must make a 
grasp at them or 'else destroy them." "And the specific for the evil is 
some Evangelical discourse upon the Bible being the rule of faith, 
some High Church cry for tradition, some Liberal theory of education."

Theology and Politics

*

I

I

of great importance except in so

1
I

and Peace and Truth/which we may be 
, and God will caCLl us to account 

with

The kingdom of Heaven is for after death.
this world is a

to make the world a good place is 
far as it improves our souls.

But
not
time or duration"
a message to allimnankind df the redemption which God has effected in his 
Son;  _______
not of a Kingdom of Righteousness
conformity now . - • we are to blame
Rife", p 145)

His views on the State were based on a theology diametrically opposed to 
that of the Establishment today, and its Church supporters, i.e. most 
bishops and clergy and the middle class people who prop up the parish 
system. For examples -
Establishment Position:
Heaven, or Hell, are simply extensions in time -
transitory stage and what we do here
not

ii_the_Bible_is_thought_to__be_speaking only_of_a__world__to_come , and 
in

co-exist here. "Aeterna vita " can 
"Eternity has nothing to do with 

I am sure that if the Gospel is not regarded as

Maurice said: Time and eternity 
be translated as ’future state’, 

and "

Maurice was essentially traditionally catholic; his conception of Man 
was much closer to ours, i.e. Christian Anarchism, than to Marxism or 
capitalism or liberalism. It is very similar to that of Herbert McCabe 
and Thomas Merton. ’
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Church, then as now, was perfectly happy with an economy based on competition, 
(latterly baptised ’’free enterprise’))

* • * •

Maurice denounced almost savagely the gospel of free competition, and set forth 
the

i
*

"from the Radical 
in the acknowl- 

Thence I come to the Tory ideal of 
'"The sovereignty of the people in

s ense
their fulness, apart from their Calvinistic
dilutions;
actually Irving community under Christ, 
anything that he has his own, but in which there 
and practical co-operation” (quoted from his "Life”

p 6l) But, according 
principles of 
interpretation,

The
salvationr was a basic theme in Maurice’s writing 
Church ”
race . .

essential oneness of the human race, the wrongness of ideas of individual 
s. The Sacraments of the 

are not empty memorials, or charms or fetishes, but signs to the 
. They are the voice in which God speaks to his creatures; the

very witness that their fellowship with each other rests on their fellowship 
with Him .. 9 . There rose up before me the idea of a Church universal, not 

. built upon human inventions or human faith, but on the very nature of God 
Himself ana upon the union which He has formed with his creatures" "Life” 
page 52. Masterman continues: (abridging parts of "The kingdom of Christ”) 

"Man cannot live alone; cannot stand as an isolated individual; and all * • , • . • ♦ • .*
attempts to separate him from his fellows, or to show him fulfilling the
purpose of his being in an ideal in which his fellows have no share, I •
have always ended in bitterness and disaster."

contrary ideal of association asthe law of the Christian kingdom. 
"Competition is put forth as the law of the universe," he wrote, "That 
is a lie. The time is coming for ys to declare that it is a lie.” 
"The payment of wages under this competitive system has ceased to be a 
righteous mode of expressing the true relation between employer and ■a • » •
employed.” •"it is no old condition we are contending’with, but an 
accursed new one, the product of a hateful, xx devilish theory which 
must be fought to the death.”

-

The main obstacle for anyone trying to use Maurice’s ideas about the state 
xx in support of Church Establishment as a State religion would be the 
fact that he differs fundamentally from the modern Christian acceptance 
of the Machiavellian principle of raison d’etat as a cover for every -sort of
public immorality. He allowed himself to be nominated for the Chair of
Political Economy at Oxford in order definitely to assert the position 
that "political economy is not the foundation of morals and politics, but must 
have them for its foundation or be worth nothing”. ("Life" p 29) "God’s 
order seems to me more than ever the antagonist of*man’s systems: Christian 
socialism is in my mind the assertion of God’s order.” (quoted by Beer Vol II, 
p 1A1)’ Beer continues: Socialism appeared to him to be essentially the
business of the Church and’not of the State: "We want the Church fully to 
understand her own foundation, fully to xxdxxx±xxd work out the communism 
which is implied in her existence. Church Reformation, therefore, -in its 
highest sense, involves theologically the reassertion of these truths' in 
their fulness, apart from their Calvinistic and Tractarian limitations and 

socially the assertion on the ground of these truths of an
in which no man has a right to call 

is spiritual fellowship
written by his son)

•• 

, • i

State and Revolution - ■ •
9W BBMI ■■■■ OMB*

Maurkce’s attitude towards the revolutions of 1848 was, superficially
ambiguous, but in line with his general position. He hailed the .
appearance of barricades in Paris, Berlin and Milan as Apocalyptic signs, 
a visible coming of the Son of Man:

"Do you really think that the invasion of Palestine by Sennacherib; was > 
a greater event than the overthrowing of nearly all the greatest powers, 
civil and ecclesiastical in Christendom?” (Life, 

to Masterman, he repudiated with a passionate rejection the.
popular sovereignty and democracy. The catastrophe, in his
had judged kings, not kingship.

I do not start," he wrote in remonstrance to Mr. Ludlow,
or popular ground. I begin, where I think you both end,
edgement of the- Divine sovereignty.
kings reigning by the grace of God."

; .The State in Relation to the Church
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become 
in 1859.)

Conclusion - Maurice' versus Anarchism

Although I haven’t read Maurice’s chapter on the State in'the ’’Kingdom of
Christ’' I am certain that the main argument’ .we shall have to counter is
not the one for Establishment of the Church but of the necessity for 

% •

some ‘kind of government. According to Beer, his ideas were similar to those 
of Wycliffe. Wycliffe’s problem was to devise a social order in which the 
peasants would be protected from the greed of the lords-and abbots, and he 
settled for the monarchy ruling ever a ’communist’ socie ty, in which
production would be carried on co-operatively, as was the traditional cus
tom , but without the exactions and impositions of the*feudal-lords.
The latter, naturally, could be expected to try to hang on to their privileges: 
and someone’would have to keep them in order and also ensure justice and
protection from robbers and other violent anti-social people.

•

Masterman 
in the 60s, but as Queen Victoria was 

the State at the time he might not have regarded this as

« • 
• K

• •

.•
f

. • •

•. ..

”Our morality -and our Christianity are-of a very 
what we have and what we are - some
i considerable amount of atheism. It is

Later he. wrote!‘ ”My
• > *

• •

* i. .

any sense or form, I not only repudiate as at once the silliest and most 
blasphemous of all contradictions, but I look upon it as the same contra
diction, the same blasphemy in its fullest expression, of which the kings 
have been guilty.” To Maurice the only alternative to a constitutional 

an autocracy of she^r brutal force, reigning in
arrogance and triumph.” (’’Life” p 6l)

* •

The Chartists had threatened to use force, if necessary, to force Parliament 
to accede to their demands; xxd it seemed likely that the presentation of 
the Petition by a hundred thousand Chartists marching from Kennington to 
Westminster, on April 10th might end in barricades and fighting in the
streets as in other European capitals. Maurice, opposed to their threat of 
force, joined the multitude of middle class men who enrolled as
constables •: to keep order during .the procession.
His views on democracy and kings were not shared by most of his
in the .EErXKXXXK Socialist movement. Masterman points out that
'interest in natural sicenoe, and ideas of evolution had not yet
widespread; (Barwin’r Evolution of Species” was published only
He saw God ’’less as the underlying Energy, one of whose attributes is
change, than as the unchanging presence of One, who watching over Israel and * •   • * . - ’all the nations, slumbers not nor sleeps . . . ’Society is not to be made 

. anew by arrangements of ours but is to be regenerated by finding the law 
. and crow of its xxxx±kkex order and harmony, the only secret of its
existence^ in God’, Why such order and harmony should be identified with

• •• 4 * < 4 * • * • "a Sovereign and Aristocracy was never quite clear to his more advanced 
disciples. To these the old order was vanishing under the influence of a 
Bivine inspiration Efhich ^as consuming all the past, and declaring with a 
Voice which none could challenge, Ecce nova facio omnia.,, ("Life" p 105) 
(Apparently his feelings on democracy became modified later:
says that he supported female suffrage
still in charge of
an encroachment on the Bivine right of monarchs.)
Emp ire and War

. - i

nave oeen gunry.” 
monarchy appeared to be ”

and triumph.”

. * •• •
■Buring the Indian mutiny he wrote: ”1 think that there should be no 
reproaches except of ourselos; and that these should appear chiefly in 
acts of repentance”. He lamented the methods of ’’progress” in India which 
resulted- in this tragedy.
low order . . we have imparted just
sense of l^w, justice,-'truth, with a
clear that we have converted the- people to that”
horror of Empire is so great and general"

% 

<’ * s •

. He believed in a ’just war’. He wrote in a letter to Kingsley during the 
war in the Crimea: "It is a burning fiery furnace we»are-going through in 
this war . . the Son of God, 1 believe and trust, is with us in the midst 
of it .’. our business is to resist a power which set itself to break down 
national boundaries, and establish a universal Empire . « (the.war) is like 
the commencement of a battle between God in his absoluteness, and the Czar 
in his.”
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If this had worked there would have been a politcal situation similar to
* Russia after the Revolution - the monarch corresponding to the Politbureau. 

(Lenin’s adaptation, in practice, of the dictatorship of the proletariat).
♦ In t he 19th century the oppressors were the capitalist farmers and manufactur

ers 5 Maurice envisaged a modern version of the mediaeval communes - associa
tions of agricultural and industrial workers; and these would be protected
by a State based on the monarch and the aristocracy and the landed gentry 
who had not gone over to capitalist farming of their lands. These ideas 
were in response to pre-revolutionary situations? i.,e. intended for
.immediate application. We ought therefore to be able to answer the following 
questions?
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l) Where did Wycliffe and Maurice go wrong? What would have been our 
response if we had been there at the time?

♦

2) What would be our immediate practical proposals to solve the problems 
arising in a pre-revolutionary situation, in Britain to-day? Can we learn 
anything from the history of Germany and- Spain in the thirties? In Spain 
Anarchists became ministers in the popular Front Government. Boes this 
suggest that when it comes to the crunch, anarchism does not provide a 
practical solution?

A Marxist would point out that the economic conditions were not yet suffic
iently developed for communism; first must come a great development of 
productive capacity so that everybody has the leisure to participate in 
democratic control. Bo anarchists believe t-p Sq9 how are we to
interpret the teaching of Christ? Were his commands about/ ^5 oience, 
taking no thought for the morrow, sharing possessions and so on mea^e , 
be kept in cold storage until after the industrial development carried 
out iiy in the last two hundred years?

• * ' « *

* • ♦

3). What is the political difference between Christian Anarchists and 
nonChristian Anarchists? Would our solutions be different from theirs? 
Can we learn anything from the gospels and the Acts of the Apostles

*

«
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Comments on Discussion (May 10) (from Anne Vogel)

THE ROLE of THE CHURCH in the world - what the Church is for - is the 
basis of any theories about State, Establishment etc:. Many points raised in * 
our discussion were relevant to this, but need to' be discussed furthers
1) Laurens observed that the transformation of individuals occurs through

* -4 4working for the transformation of society. The means used are. of course, 
relevant not only to the ends achieved but to the effect on indivLcbxals
using them. 1- don't think (from observation) that the usual work of revolut
ionary groups and parties, or militant working class organisations transforms 
individuals taking.part in the sense of being 'born again'; and the latter will, 
be required for transformation of social structures in a truly demo cratic
revolution.
2) Frank Marmoy said that a revolution only occurs when society 'is ripe for 
it (or words to that effect), i.e. when there is a revolutionary situation.

♦

some years ago realised its

We are brethren in our family property, which with-you (Greek and Roman 
brotherhood. We, therefore, who are’united in mind 

Society did 
seed of the Church. 

Christ evidently expected people not only to give up all their possessions, 
also to be nartyred for 
have been brain washed 

But there

V
9

5) 
is
steps ro make it impossible

jobs and families, and ’’seek first the Kingdom", but
doing it. Christians are not doing this to-day. We
into accepting social norms, an economy based on greed and fear
can be no way out for mankind in its present impasse unless we break with the
norms. Our way of lifd in this country is destroying the people of the ’’unde
veloped" world - and, as the Pope has predicted, their wrath will be the means 
of our destruction.

Someone else said that one of the conditions in a revolutionary situation 
the inability of the ruling class to go. .on rulingr and that we must take 

, i.e. fester this inability to rule.
I don’t•know what steps were meant, perhaps sabotage, but, in any cgse. I think 
this theory is based on a wrong idea of what is going to happeg in Britain^in 
the near future. I think the ruling class some years ago realised its inabi-__  ~ I think the ruling class
lity to go on ruling in the old way - i.e.. libeial democracy, hence they connive 
at the general disillusionment in-Parliamentary politics. Sections of them 
are preparing for fascism - -Enoch Powell is just one specimen that got thrown 
above the surface for all to see - certainly much more is going onunderground. 
When the time is ripe, probably after the fall of the present government, they 4 
will encourage fascist groups to initiate mob violence - not in order to
promote a revolutionary situation, but to provide an excuse for 'strong1 •, •
government and ruthless extermination of first the radicals, and then the 
liberals, pacifists etc: (See history of Germany in the 30s) Any left wing 
violence will simply be doing their gob for them, and will be warmly support
ed by their stooges and agents provacateurs within the movement.• • . • • • •
4) The relevance of Chris tj_s_t caching and_examplg to^the current situation, 
was taken up by Dave Poolman: do we have to wait- until society has reached 
a particular'stage of ripeness before we carry out Christ’s commands and 
follow the example of the first Christians? I believe this is the fundamen
tal issue between us and the Established Church. The commands to love your 
neighbour as yourself, to give and lend your possessions, to love enemies, to 
take no thought for the morrow - all seem incompatible with life in our society 
Or in any except a loving community on a world scale -. in which the welfare of 
each is the concern of all. . But Jesus knew this;. he warned them that 
society would rise up and crush them - "in the world ye shall have tribulation, 
but be of good cheer, I have overcome the world’ll And: • ’’Unless a man give 
up everything that he hath and follow me, he cannot be my disciple". The 
community of his disciples, which became the Church at Pentecost, did live 
as he had commanded for several generations.. .Tertullian wrote around AD 19^: !T “ “ ‘ - z _ __ • ’
Pagans) mostly dissolves brotherhood. We,
and soul, doubt not about having our possessions in common."
try to crush them - the b]xh>d of the martyrs was the

These things must be said; but will have no effect unless we are practising 
what we preach. The only pe rson I know of who is doing it is not a Christ
ian, I i4,ean Barnaby Martin, and those working with him in the Voluntary Work 
Groups. ‘ Can we start a Christian group or community in which it is possible 
to carfy out the commands of Christ? If non-Christians can, why should not we? 
Unless we can solve this probalem, I think any further discussion will be 
sterile.
* in the economic sphere. Only a sacramental group, believing on Christ could 
in fact, transform the world.



SONE THOUGHTS ON_THE: THEORY AND PRACTICE OF NON-VIOLENCE

WHY NON-VIOLENCE?
-AS

Because ~ ~ -
a) it is morally right. See the teachings of Jesus, Buddha and other

religious leaders, Tolstoi and Thoreau and other ethical leaders. Most of 
the world’s greatest leaders have declared that it is morally wrong to kill, 
torture, enslave or ill-use your enemy or your neighbour. Today everyone 
pays lip service to this ideal, but still we see people exploited, colour 
prejudice, anti-gypsy feeling, strikes and lockouts and disharmony. Clearly 
something is wrong. It is clearly impossible to have both the methods of, 
say, Jesus, and the warfare state. One must go. If we accept the teachings
then we must accept the practice and the consequences. It may, certainly
will, be difficult, but not an impossible task. Indeed it is essential that 
both the communist and capitalist worlds should go, for a peaceful world 
cannot depend on the profit motive ... it is a contradiction in terms.

b) By being non-violent less violence is used.
c) When successful it leaves less anger and resentment behind.
d) By its very nature it offers opportunities for communication between 

opponents and tends to create a synthesis. The dialogue that results from 
non-violent action is that of a deeper quality than that found at the normal 
conference table* for in the latter case both sides are aware that there is a 
possibility of the use of force to back a losing argument, whereas if one of 
the disputants has ruled out violence (and preferably has previously shown 
that it will do so whatever the situation) then both sides know that a common 
decision must be arrived at, else naked, unprovoked aggression will ensue, 
resulting not in a victorious, if bloody, campaign with the home country 
supporting and encouraging their representatives, but rather a humiliated and 
ashamed body of people who will eventually undo that which has been done by 
force, as far as lies in their power. • * * • •• 

The vision held by most thinking people is of a world community living 
in peace and harmony. Long gone are the days when one could say with any 
assurance that if you wish for peace, prepare for war. Thus it seems certain 
that, desiring, a peaceful world, it is essential to go about achieving it in a 
peaceful fraternal way. ■

WHAT IS NON-VIOLENCE?
X * i * • •

». ...... . \ • 
- .-•••- - .

Firstly, it is not non-resistance. For example, the Jews’ going 
unresistingly to the gas chambers was not being non-violent.

Secondly, it is not being non-partisan. A non-violent action is 
definitely partisan, inasmuch as it states that a certain course of action is 
evil, or good, as the case may be*

Thirdly, it is not opting out of a situation, but stating quite clearly 
that it is possible to resolve it in a reasonable manner.

• • %**•*»• • • - * < 
• • * • ■ _• * 1 M •

It is not negative, as it;seems to imply, but the positive side of 
violence. In.’a scene of conflict there are three possible alternatives one 
can adopt: be neutral; be violent; be non-violent. To remain neutral is 
to be ineffective, an abrogation of human dignity. This course achieves 
nothing but the degradation of the human spirit. The end is clearly worse 
than the beginning. To be violent may result in imposing your will on 
unwilling opponents, or having their will imposed on you, or, more likely, 
coming to a,compromise, which is essentially unsatisfactory to all concerned. 
To be non-violent is to present a new situation to the opponent. One has to 
say ”No” very firmly to a course of action one considers wrong, but to affirm 
a unity of purpose, of humanity, to the wrongdoer. This must not imply that 
you think yourself superior, still less to give that impression to the other 
man. Rather, one says, ’’That is a thing I cannot do. It may be right for 
you, although I do not think so. If you are sure, you should proceed, but I 
will not co-operate and will strive to make you change your mind. I shall
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offer you no physical or moral violence, but I can, and shall, oppose your 
action by persuasion and if I fail in that you must proceed over my body.” 

Having arrived at this situation the way may very well open for a 
discussion of viewpoints: if it has,you are halfway to success. However, it 
may very well be that the opponent is either too well disciplined, too drunk, 
or unable to understand your language. Then comes the moment of truth. To 
place your body unresistingly in front of the other man is the inevitable step. 
At this point it becomes apparent that non-violence cannot be used for evil 
ends. The other man must then make up his mind whether to proceed with his 
aims, having to arrest, wound, or kill you. And herein lies the power of 
non-violence. It is certain that no one could kill a physically passive 
opponent light-heartedly. He could not calm his conscience with the thought, 
”it was either him or me”. Unlike the non-resister, a point has been made, 
and demands an answer. To walk submissively to prison, to concentration camp, 
or to the gallows is passive and could be construed as cowardice. To walk to 
meet an aggressor and then to quietly challenge him with non-violent action 
forces him to reconsider what he is doing and to ask why anyone should be 
willing to die rather than submit, to be hurt rather than hurt.

Essentially, then, non-violence succeeds in making an aggressor meet 
you on your own ground of reason and reconciliation, rather than on his of 
aggression and violence.

TECHNIQUES OF NON-VIOLENCE •
• • "X* B.

It is seldom that any large body of people is suddenly placed in a 
position, without warning and preparation, where they can usefully employ non
violence. One recent exception to this occurred in Czechoslovakia where the 
people had a long history of patriotic use of violence and had an army capable 
and willing to fight, but the government and'people realised that in the• - - • Soviet Union they had an opponent of overwhelming military strength. Added 
to this was the understanding that both countries believed in socialism. 
Finally they had the example of Hungary to consider. Taking all things into 
account, it must be conceded that the Czechs put up a fine show, but owing to 
their lack of preparedness in un-armed, non-violent mass resistance it is 
scarcely to be hoped that they will continue for long to be non-violent.

In theory, at all events, to be successful a non-violent campaign must 
have its roots in the people -roots that are well established. Long before 
any action is contemplated the protagonists must carefully consider how deep 
their convictions are, and how far they can reasonably expect themselves to go. 
Having decided that non-violent resistance is a viable philosophy, then 
preparations for putting it into practice are necessary. Firstly it is 
essential that the procees is not that of an ’’armchair revolutionary”. As 
Lenin once remarked, ”It is far better to be in a revolution than to write 
about one.” In other words, the best teacher is experience. But there is, 
nonetheless, a place for theory. A number of books have been written on the 
subject, but it is necessary to exercise discretion in the choice, for some 
are written in the belief that non-violent action can be organised by the 
military and executed by military minds. This is far from the truth. An 
army man cannot conceive how a civilian with no discipline but self-discipline 
could work with others, in a free association, for a common purpose in a
common way. ’

I
• • • • • ♦

Having read a little theory, it is wise to turn to historical examples 
of non-violence. These are certainly not wanting. Examples are available 
of activities carried out by humanists, religious people of all kinds and 
people of all races, men and women alike. Perhaps it would be wise to read 
in more detail about the campaigns of Gandhi, Martin Luther King, the Black 
Sash movement in South Africa and suchlike. Our own country can provide some 
useful examples, e.g. the Quakers, the Diggers, the. Levellers, even the 
Luddites, C.O.!s in two world wars, the Dockers* Strike in 1920, the 
Tolpuddle Martyrs, the Hunger Marches and more -recently the activities of 
people like Harold Steele, Canon Collins, Olive Gibbs, Michael handle, Pat 
Ai'i-nwRmith, April Carter and George Clarke.
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When non-violent action is decided on everyone should be involved, there 
• should be neither leaders nor led. This does not mean, of course, that

division of labour is not essential; for example, some people can make banners 
better than others who are more able speechmakers.

% •
♦« • • <•’

Openness and honesty are the outstanding criteria of non-violence. The 
case for secrecy can be apparently very strong, and the Czechoslovakian radio 
is a good example. ’ The people of that country could most certainly have 
acted as they did without the secret radio, but as explained above the Czechs 
were not prepared for non-violent action. Had they been, the resistance 
would have been far different.

• • • •

In this country, in peacetime, to organise a demonstration of any real 
value, publicity is necessary, and inevitably the police will hear about it. 
This is the utilitarian argument for informing the police. At a deeper level 
it seems to me essential to discuss with the police, and other authorities, 
what is proposed, and details of procedure, route, time, objectives, both 
immediate and ultimate. It is obvious if, for example, one wishes to
persuade the Americans to remove a military base, by peaceful means, then to 
antagonise the British authorities is to set off on the wrong foot. Right 
from the beginning of preparations for an action everyone must be clear in his 
mind that the object of opposition is not a man (dressed in blue, khaki, grey, 

w or civilian clothes) but the actions of that man, often directed and 
controlled by remote bodies. Having decided what, when, and where, and 
explained to as many people as possible, particularly the type of person 
involved in the action (in particular the workmen of a factory manufacturing 
military material, and the neighbouring civilian population) and having 
enlisted the active or passive support of local groups, such as Trade Unions 
and Churches, details have to be looked to.

• • • t ’
• ft < — •• * • •

Primarily, the strength of such a demonstration lies in the integrity of 
those taking part. It is an exhilarating experience to find that when in a 
non-violent demonstration the strength of the combined conviction erupts and 
overflows, so each person is capable of a quietness of mind and a non
aggressiveness of body totally impossible were one alone and unprepared.

• ’ t

•• •

From this moment on, tactics are of minor importance to those who were 
mentally deeply involved in the preparation of the action. But there are 
sure to be some people who come along, possibly out of curiosity, possibly for 
some fun, possibly for some police-baiting. These are the people who present 
problems. Each situation must very largely be played by ear, but a few 
generalizations may be made.

’ Never, on any account, run. To run forward raises emotions in the 
police the reverse of those desired. To run backward is to retreat in more 
ways than one. In essence it means an abandonment of a non-violent attitude. 
To try to dodge the police or military is the beginning of violence. It is 
almost impossible for a policeman to stop a running person without using 
violence. One, if perhaps minor, objective is to act so as to restrain 
violence being used against you.

Some people need the support of some physical contact. Accordingly it 
is becoming the custom to link arms. The danger of doing this is evident to 
anyone who watches a demonstration in progress. This technique is being 
increasingly used by the militant left to form a human battering ram, and is 
quite effective as such, but has no place in a non-violent project. At North 
Pickenham, near Swaffham, whilst the demonstrators were sitting and being 
dragged off one by one, two of us linked arms with the intention of making it 
harder for the police to remove them. Directly two policemen caught hold of
them, they gripped each other firmly and sat tensed up physically and this 
tension rapidly included mental and emotional tensions. It is essential 
that demonstrators should be as relaxed as possible; anything that hinders 
this should be a.voided. It was interesting to hear the two demonstrators
concerned say they realized the increased tension and decided to abandon such 
methods in future. If physical contact is deemed essential (and I personally 

. feel that close'proximity is sufficient), possibly linking little fingers 
— might provide all that was necessary. The advantage of this, of course, is
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that little or no physical rigidity is required and the contact can easily be 
broken. ’ '

• -

• • •

f * •

it is a simple matter to advance. : If •
move fo'rward, they cannot do so without walking on or over 
people, who, if they have been walked on-, may find them.ae7.veG 
little further.'

f f
• ••

Banners are, of necessity, briefly worded, Quakers tend to
posters with several paragraphs of clear type which it is possible
the holder is not walking too quickly, but brevity is the art of the poster 
Banners carried by two or more people should be held firmly, so as to ramain 
readable, or else a light strut top and bottom, running from pole to pole, 
will ensure that the wording'.. remains legible. A good plan is to have wording 
on the back as well as the front, for the benefit of motorists passing in the 
same direction. ‘ Wind vents are a help in carrying large banners.

, . 4 . .• * > * * • -
" • < * ■ % •- . ’ •£.*’’,'** • • ♦ - .• " • - •

Try not to be divided into small sections‘by the police. It may be 
necessary to be divided occasionally on a large'march for the convenience of 
traffic wishing to cross the route. To refuse to let them do so at reason--, 
able intervals serves but to antagonise car drivers'and passengers, which is 
a thing to-be avoided if at.all possible. It is important not to run to
catch up with the people ahead -this for a variety of reasons: first of all,
the march loses in dignity and impressiveness.; secondly, old people cannot 
possibly keep up with the young,r and’therefore ‘ the procession becomes ragged 
and more easily divided by police or unsympathetic'bystanders. In any case, 
having run and caught up,the group has to wait at the next crossroads while 
traffic gets across'. Once a suitably sized contingent is formed, it is
easier and better to keep a space between it and the adjacent ones. This
often aids in impressivene"ss. ' v ’ ■> .

•• ‘ ■ '■ ‘ ' '■ ' • •' ■ ' . -. ' > - <• ‘ .J ■

If the police or military give orders contrary to the planned arrange
ments,* which the authorities will know of well in advance, and probably agreed 
with, then politely .but firmly refuse to be diverted. It is better to stand 
quietly face to face with the police than immediately to sit, or worse still
to move away from the planned route. To sit at once gives the impression t 

%

that the conclusion has been reached, which is not the case. When standing 
in line, the opportunity can arise -of talking in a friendly way with the 
police and to try to get over more
purpose and spirit of the action.
sitting is much to be preferred.
back or falls over. To step back

The question of noise is one that invariably comes up. To march in 
meditative silence is easy for those, such as Quakers, who have a traditional 
knowledge of a living silence, but to most people it is almost impossible. 
The shouting of slogans has something to commend it, but the disadvantages are 
overwhelming. Slogan-shouting, to be really effective, has to be strictly
regimented, everyone shouting in unison and clearly. Even if this were 
accomplished, the'meaning of the words is frequently lost to the bystander. 
A more serious drawback, however, is that a multiplicity of slogans are used, 
taken up here and there by various groups. This causes confusion and often 
results in nothing being understood at all. Wen you add to this that 
slogans inevitably become more and more strident and provocative as time goes 

it is readily understood that slogan-shouting is best avoided.
• • #certain songs^ such as nWe shall overcome” is preferable, but even

are pitfalls. ' ‘ - ’ • 1 ' •

clearly than the leaflets have done the
Once the police start to push, then 
If pushed when standing, one either steps 
is undesirable .and-to fall’’gives the often 

erroneous impression that the police are being unnecessarily violent, and thus
makes the non-violence of some of the protesters harder to preserve.

Horses are often frightening animals to the townsman, who is unaware that 
horses will not tread on- a quiet body lying in its way. In addition, police 
horses are trained to lean sideways on people. It is impossible to remain 
upright and still in such circumstances, and quite difficult to remain on
friendly terms with the horse'and its rider. Possibly it might be worthwhile 
to have a few cubes of sugar handy and try a bit of fraternization.

< • • • ’ " » -wA *•

« -f • 3

Having got as'near your objective as seems likely to be possible, it 
seems sensible to sit right away, thus giving the impression of determination 
to remain. Should the police withdraw, :
the police try to
the bodies of the
able to advance a
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* This juncture is the nub of the whole operation. This, more often than
• not, is where calm, is lost, tempers are frayed, fighting breaks out and non

violence lost, perhaps irretrievably. All demonstrators must be made 
completely aware of the object of the action. It seldom is the actual
arrival at a-particular place, or invasion of a rocket site, although, of • •
course, this may be a secondary objective. One’s point can be made just as 
well a hundred yards or so away from the object of protest. To shout slogans 
at this stage only serves to aggravate the situation. It will certainly not 
persuade the police or military to retire: the only result is to raise the 
tension, the reverse of what is needed; To sit, or lie, quietly has far more 
effect. If arrested, the simplest thing is to remain mentally at ease and 
physically limp. Anyone having to remove a person automatically uses a 
little more strength than is strictly necessary, so a struggling person can be 
hurt quite .unintentionally. A limp body keeps force at a minimum and tempers 

. down. Once in the Black Maria, opportunities arise f or conversations with the 
guards - conversations that can be quite rewarding. A barrier is between 
arresters and arrested, but it is surprising how quickly these can be broken 
down if no resentment is felt and good-natured attitudes adopted. After all, 
the guards do not want’ any trouble if it can be avoided, and will not look for 
any if the previous minutes, have been calm.

• . r " *-
•

• t . * •

.The question of behaviour in Court is not clear cut. There is e
obviously no need to be rude to the magistrate or Judge, even if one-does not 

’accept their authority. One should try to get through to them, but 
admittedly this is an almost impossible task for they invariably avoid 
discussion, claiming they are there to enforce the Law, not to question it. *•

To agree to a binding-over seems to be an unacceptable compromise. If 
one feels strongly enough about a problem to demonstrate and land oneself in 
Court, if follows, surely, that one is not in a position to promise not to do 
it again. Fines are usually imposed and this raises the question, ’’Should I 
pay the fine, or go to prison?” Each must decide for himself. To pay a 
fine adds money to the Exchequer and to go to prison costs the country about 
£19 a week, which then cannot be used for purposes demonstrated about. It is 
true that, having paid the fine, one can proceed to organise and demonstrate 
again. One must weigh up the pros and cons of the value of imprisonment, 
considered in terms of influence on the movement, on the public, on the police, 
prison staff and fellow prisoners, and the amount of work one could put in if 
free. The tactics of non-violence can certainly be carried out in prison. 
One’s attitude to the staff and fellow prisoners is an object of interest and 
it has been well established that the conduct of prisoners of conscience has a 
profound effect on all who encounter it,

If the conflict one is engaged in is a national one, such as facing an 
invasion, obviously the task is harder and decisions more difficult to arrive 
at. It is extremely hard to know just where reconciliation ends and

* fraternizing begins. It must always be made apparent to the invader that
4 the resistance goes on, not against the individual soldier but against the

occupation they are taking part in.

Inevitably the question of sabotage will crop up, and arguments raised 
in favour of it, with examples such as the removal of railway lines, blowing 
up bridges and so forth. It can be agreed, surely, that these actions are 
not compatible with non-violence. But when it comes to the question of 
illegal radios it certainly becomes difficult. Czechoslovakia would not have 
been as successful without secrecy in the matter of radio. To publish the 
time of broadcasting is essential, but should one state the place and the 
people concerned? To do so would ensure that the programme would not go out, 
and a number of the most active resisters killed or imprisoned. Naturally 
no one imagines that non-violent resistance, if it is at all likely to be 
successful, will not entail many deaths and more hardships. But there is no 
need for unnecessary suffering. So the question resolves itself into a 
practical one. Is the radio service essential to the success of the - 
resistance? If so, how can it be conducted openly? Possibly a lesson could 

* be learnt from the experience of the No Conscription Fellowship during the war 
w years of 191^-18 when they openly proclaimed what they were doing (publishing 

a news sheet, the Tribunal) and gave the names of tho executive, but that of
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no one else. Consequently those people were
stepped into their shoes and so the paper went

• . • * •

In situations such as this the problem of informers is always present.
To be open and honest does not entail publishing all the discussions and
proposals made, but only those decided upon. The people involved in ’’under
ground’’ non-violent action must to a certain extent be reserved about their • • • • 
organization, else all their activities would come to naught. But the more
one can be seen on the street the better, for it will encourage the waverers.

* - X • < • . ’ •In a situation where the whole country is resisting along these lines the need 
for secrecy would be minimal. ’

’ . 'f ... ; ’ • ‘ o ■ •

Throughout the campaign every effort must be made to oppose the 
aggression and not the aggressor. This is truly difficult, but what the
Indians achieved against the British, and the Black Americans against the White
Americans are surely examples worth following?

• • • I*. •
% < v * • • • - ’ . ’ • ;» w • **.•.-

To sum up: the essence of non-violent resistance is to communicate as 
fully as one possibly can with those who are doing the evil thing. Without 
such dialogue the whole movement is sterile. The whole object of the 
resistance is to reach out to ’’that of God” within che other fellow. In non
religious terms it is possible to say that in every human being, however •
debased, there is some humanity, some spark of fellowship, which, when
encouraged, will respond. Always the similarities must be pointed out more *

- than the dissimilarities. Our common humanity transcends sectional interests.
V
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. ,: I am t^ery impressed by the importance you evidently 
a bulletin of less than an hundred circulation, 
chose to found an editorial on passing comments

. r

<• 
•• t '

4

... * 
u..

‘ • • • • r ’

♦
• A it *

attack to criticism in
The fact that you

therein. The comments 
stemmed from the fact that inter alia I had reported Denis Murray’s and 
my own view at a c/A meeting to ^avid -^oolrnan, that; it is a pity that
Roadrunner is such that one cannot go to a Vicar and expect him readily 

‘ .m j. j ...... .. ■ .

to agree to putting the paper on his litt. stall.
attitude he would not wish to offend the old ladies

• " • « • • • 1 • • *. * » • r • •1

.tv. ' r- : *

3 '• :*

• I

For whatever his 
of. .the congregation

■ .

1 ••

ft

.. -- —” rar *• » —

Open letter to Fr. ^avid Har-t
•-T -*• * * . •I

T ooxamnm d that I did not see the principle which made it more important 
to chalieixgQ their sexual inhibitions, than to make a compromise on
this small issue so as the better to reach them on the question of war,

• (There was also a little critical banter from other people, at the meeting
- including two whom Roadrunner quotes as having written in adulation.)

• ‘ • - • • ’• - :

• -V, . ,
- .’I • . •.< « • , •. . '■* ’

As you must, on reflection be aware, the criticism was far from being a comp
laint about ’’opposing war ”in the most powerful way possible” but was on 

.. the contrary a complaint that by publishing a cartoon of a general shit*
. ? ting, you chose to limit your readership to the sort of people who already

read radical papers - and would in all.probability sec the cartoon in
* Confrontation w ^lAewheTA* and that von tnmGd.juur back on others.

. . t • • I *.•».«.,« 4 • -• - • • • •

i
No doubt it is a good thing to be emancipated from false concepts of Christ- 

; . ian sexual morality , but is this more important than seeing that nt
Christian can condone war? Should the men and women in the pews who 
would be shocked by the picture be negle.sted?//Remember that occupants 
of those pews are still after the working class, and overlapping therwith 
the largest reservoir of untapped potential support for radical
polities. , *

* • • • ’ f •
* if • w • r • w t • ••

•mi.

•• •" ;• • 1 , * • *•

Because they are not ’’saved” from prejudices, are they beyond the pail?
That you can deliberately choose not to orient non-violent propaganda 
to them, that a Christian radical paper which might be expected to 
have a vocation to take radicalism to the pews, should neglect them,
turn its back, wash its hands, and acknowledge, only the existing left?

* . • • . ’• # -I . •
* *• "'•*’* • . • ■ • . ’ f *

This as you must have realized was the reason for criticism.

Now Tmnst concede that -1 had not until I read your editorial realized how 
overwhelmingly important you consider the issue, _• You are. in fact 
elevating what I had assumed to be an undergraduateish prank to being 
a matter of principle and making of smut a. religion^ rather than
something to be enjoyed when appropriate and in the right conditions. 
^Emancipation from prejudice is obviously for you a matter of De Fide 
dogma and I- must apologize for having previously treated the matter 
lightly. - . • .

' • ' • • ■■ “ .

• a * . \‘ ‘ ” ■ ■ ,* ’ - ■ * ••*.

My reaction had been coloured by the fact that whereas my six year old
daughter had been delighted by the cartoon, and had stuck it up in her 
bedroom; that B could not happily envisage letting my mother in low 
see it. -(My own mother being an old fashiored atheist is of course 
absurdly puritanical and it would be unfair to judge by what would 
offend her.)

I apreciate on reflection that the criteria were invalid. Tiiat
moved by inverted puritanism and object to the compromise on

however oned to fnHUbu&e the propagati on of pacifism
(i assume you are not influenced by the fact that it is easier to sell 

Christian radical literature to radicals than to Christio.ns, and that 
no such unworthy opportunism motivated you... I assume too that you 
do not consider it more necessary to convert radicals to Christianity 
than to convert Christians to radicalism.)

For the fact that you make a principle of neglecting the no doubt irredeemably 
bourgeoisified milieux of contemporary churchmen to turn to the new 
elect and found your church thereon; (and remember that in fact the 
non-church-going working class is far more puritanical than the chuch-
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that means

.‘ . • •' X '

the Son of Man came to us a glutton and a wine-bibber, -and consorted 
harlots, coming!to save sinners not the Righteous. But is this 
for turning one s back in disgust on those who mistakenly think 
they are his followers by being overly Righteous?

be that the Gospel of social revolution demands that wo turn 
your emancipated elect to save the repressed?. May it ".not be - 

that they be pot and acid refusers 
And that .the

Certainly
with
case
that

r

it not
from
anyway a vocation for some - 
consorting with
must be carried

♦ ?.ywr.
• ■-

V 
z- - .;

So
• *• 'S

ft

k

ft

J

gningning nr ntherwisg Middle QlaSsjf(which father Refracts from
comments on middle class l&ft wing movements. 7^5

♦ • • * .

Very well build your church on new foundations - mould it out of
free and shake the dust of ordinary people from your feet; ^ut Rio not 
pretend that the elect you have chosen are other than middle cla^s in 
origin and that they have any roots whatsoever in the. working clas, for 
that suggestion is dishonest. But- before you do even this, bethink
you of the meaning of your actions.

ft ft

A. . • • * ‘ ft •
•ft • . ’ . . . • * • w

* "• ■«*•,'* ft . •

are no doubt as well acquainted as I with Freudian thought, and have 
doubtless read biographies of Georges Sand, so need not dwell on-the 
’’promiscuous-prude” -syndrome, and this aspect of the inverted puritanism 
you manifest*, • 1 ■ -

’ • > * * ■ k ”* i ... • *

your view of* the Church as being for..the elect only - is not so diff
erent from thej old concept of keeping it for the Righteous, and is . 
basically calvinist, and elitist. ’ The fact that you can brook no crit
icism, not even to the extent that people regret that it is ffot a paper 
that they personally can sell evidences an authoritarianism of outlook 
comparable with that of Knox. - . . ■

. ■ ’ - ... •
• . • .•••<• • “ • ft

’’ “ -V ■ . . • ‘ ’ • J-r.

doubt you have good biblical warranty, in the call to the righteous.Jews 
in the Wilderness:- ’’Come ye out from among them and be- ye separate”.

the mo nogamous and the'virgin? 
to these gentiles also?

* • fol
'» A ■ •« •

• * • *• • < • ■

think on these things!
* • “ • • * ’

fraternally
• • • 'i

ft . t. c • * • ■* ' ’

ft Laurens

r. »
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4

you show no mercy/towards the-more harmless prejudices of others, where do 
* * • ” ft * • ♦ '

you differ fro‘i% those who would not allpw proselytes into the' Chuch save 
they be circumcised? Are you not as eter said then at the Council of 
Jerusalem (Acts XV) putting a yoke qn disciples which we ourselves are 
■not always able'to bea.r? ‘ Or are you and your colleagues of the Road
runner so free of prejudice that you are now unable to be shocked?

• . ... j, ■' * f . V • . ' ;
* *. • ’ a. ’■ f • • ’ ? ’ ■ , ‘ , ■: v

■ • • ■ ■ • ■ * ‘ • •. . ’«*.’• •* - • • sV * * f
, • * ................. ‘ c V - •’ * \

• ft * • • •• • • 'ft» •

the. Marxists insist one-has to “Sta^t from where one is, and• ’ *• • ’... .taking’ the consciousness of the working class into account and not 
expecting them' to accept the whole socialist case in one go, but only 
start by saying those parts which are immediately’obvious in terms-of the 
workers’ owh lives, and from there developing further theory. In the •_ 
same way the occupants of the pews need to be approached in terms of ' 
what*’they already accept as being Christian and when they have seen 
that something is basically wrong with a Bomb-blessing Church Estab
lishment one is ready to challenge their whole conception of what Christ- 
ian morality should be.

• -• 
ft

No.
ft

< ' • • • ___ ___

But social revolution can only be attained.by winning the majority;- « 
and with the Bomb hanging over our heads we haven’t an awful lot of tqi4.

- • h - . • • • ' - ' % .. • . ’ • • \ •' • ; •

. ; . . • ‘ . .. ’ -Z ‘. ?' S • .. , • • .. y • . “ ’ 1 ••• • * •

if you refuse to bear for a little, while with the anti-fleshly weak
nesses of the majority of your fellow men - Christian or non-Christian 
(and let me once again emphasize that the working class is mostpurit- 
anical about what it will buy to read,) then you build a stumbling block 
for them,. If they are not allowed to-come thefirst step of accept- -- 
ing that war is anti-Christian, until they can also come tMe'.Last step \ 
of shedding their pervertedly-Chrisfian attitudes*'to sex, you ape turning 
av^ay the half-peniteht for the. fact that they cannot yet see' thfe-full
light and would not’^be able to bear it if theycould.
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